
 

Contact: Alanna Hoffman, Alanna.hoffman@doane.edu, 402.840. 
 

LAR 303: Impact Seminar: Connecting Knowledge to Choices & Actions, 

Understanding Refugees and Forced Migration 

 

Course Description 

This course will develop students’ teamwork and leadership skills to prepare for 

citizenship or work as they connect theory, practice and experience.  Students, drawn 

from multiple fields of specialized study, will collaboratively analyze a complex real-

world problem, develop an empathetic understanding of multiple perspectives needed to 

comprehend the issue, and propose possible solutions.  

(Prerequisites: junior or senior status, and successful completion of LAR 202 or 

equivalent) 

Communicating With the Instructor 
This course uses a “three before me” policy for student to faculty communications. When 

questions arise during the course of this class, please remember to check these three 

sources for an answer before asking me to reply to your individual questions: 
 

1. Course syllabus 

2. Announcements in Blackboard 

3. The Q & A discussion board 
 

This policy will help you in potentially identifying answers before I can get back to you 

and it also helps your instructor avoid answering similar questions or concerns multiple 

times. 
 

If you cannot find an answer to your question, please first post your question to the Q & 

A questions discussion board. Here your question can be answered for the benefit of all 

students by either your fellow students who know the answer to your question or the 

instructor. You are encouraged to answer questions from other students in the discussion 

forum when you know the answer to a question in order to help provide timely assistance. 
 

If you have questions of a personal nature such as relating a personal emergency, 

questioning a grade on an assignment, or something else that needs to be communicated 

privately, you are welcome to contact me via email or phone. My preference is that you 

will try to email me first. I will usually respond to email and phone messages from 8am 

to 5pm on weekdays, please allow 24 hours for me to respond. If it is an urgent question, 

please title your subject line Urgent and state your name and course you are in the email 

or leave a voicemail if you call. 
 

If you have a question about the technology being used in the course, please contact the 

Doane University Help Desk for assistance (contact information is listed below). 
 

Undergraduate Core Learning Outcomes (Common to all LAR 303 Courses) 

Students will work to 
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 Construct a reasoned understanding of a problem with evidence of relevant 

contextual factors, including ethical, logical, and cultural dimensions of the 

problem; 

 Articulate multiple approaches for solving the problem and propose one or more 

solutions/hypotheses that indicate a deep comprehension of the problem; 

 Engage all participants to foster a constructive team climate; 

 Reflect on their progress on the essential learning outcomes, drawing on their 

specialized studies (majors/minors), foundational areas of knowledge, liberal arts 

seminars, and experiential activities in order to express their distinctive voices, 

define their own ethical values, and understand and prepare for their multiple 

roles in a just society.  
  

Course-specific Learning Outcomes 

Students will work to 

 Distinguish the socio-historical contexts surrounding the rise of modern refugees 

and issues related to forced migration. 

 Evaluate the role of States and Non-State Actors, Non-Governmental 

Organizations as well as National Human Rights Institutions and their response to 

mitigate refugee crises and issues of forced migration. 

 Synthesize the direct stories and lived experiences of refugees and their journey 

fleeing violence and persecution. 

 Analyze a current or past refugee crisis in collaboration with a team in order to 

and propose a solution with a demonstrated understanding of the situation from 

the perspective of the multiple actors involved. 
 

Text (Required) 

 

 The New Odyssey by Patrick Kingsley, ISBN: 1631492551  

 Additionally, each week will have additional article readings (e.g. journals and 

articles) assigned by the instructor. You will just need internet access to retrieve 

these.  
 

Methods for Assessment 

 The ability of students to engage, interact, communicate, and effectively work 

with faculty and each other (foster a constructive team climate) will be assessed 

through attendance, participation in and out of the classroom, group projects and 

faculty observation. 

 A reasoned understanding of modern refugees with evidence of relevant 

contextual factors, including ethical, logical, and cultural dimensions of the 

problem will be assessed through written reflection assignments, participation in 

active learning, group presentations and an exam. 

 The ability of students to articulate multiple approaches for solving the problem 

of refugees and propose one or more solutions/hypotheses that indicate a deep 

comprehension of the problem will be assessed by student participation in service 

learning, reflective writing, group presentations and faculty observation. 

 Students’ reflection on their progress on the essential learning outcomes, drawing 

on their specialized studies (majors/minors), foundational areas of knowledge, 

liberal arts seminars, and experiential activities in order to express their distinctive 

voices, define their own ethical values, and understand and prepare for their 



multiple roles in a just society will be assessed through a cover letter and 

portfolio.  
 

Policies / Grading 

 Grading - Students will earn a final grade of A+, A, B+, B, C+, C, D+, D, or F 

based on the average of assessments of all assignments, attendance, and 

engagement. 

 Assignments – The assignments for this course are outlined below.  

Total points: 600 

 Blackboard Content and Quizzes: 20 points per quiz (4 quizzes): 80 points 

total. Complete Grade 

 Article Readings and Discussion Boards: 30 points per week plus 60 

points for week 4. 180 points total. 

 Reflection Paper for Well Founded Fear Video: 100 points. 

 Final Paper for Book Reflection and smaller book reflections: due each 

week 20 points each week: 120 points total.  

 Final group paper & in-class presentation: 75 points for presentation and 

75 points for the paper (students will work with a team to analyze a 

refugee crisis and present their findings to the class in the final week of the 

course. Additionally, teams will submit a final paper to demonstrate an 

understanding of the issue from multiple perspectives). 
 

Course Requirements 

Online Course 

 

This is an online course and therefore there will not be any face-to-face class sessions. 

All assignments and course interactions will utilize internet-based technologies. 

Attendance Policy 

You should plan to work on this course everyday. This means that you must have a 

reliable and consistent internet connection throughout the duration of the course. It is 

strongly recommended that you not take any vacations during this course. This is a 

condensed, fast-paced course and it would be extremely difficult to catch up after a 

prolonged absence.  

Course Preparation and Participation 

 

Preparation for class means reading the assigned readings & reviewing all information 

required for that week. Attendance in an online course means logging into the Blackboard 

and on a regular basis and participating in the all of activities that are posted in the 

course. 
 

Studying and Preparation Time 

The course requires you to spend time preparing and completing assignments. A three-

credit course requires 144 hours of student work. Therefore expect to spend 

approximately 12-18 hours a week preparing for and actively participating in this 8-week 

course.   

 
 



Computer Requirements 

 

Minimum computer requirements for the successful use of Blackboard: 

http://www.doane.edu/about-doane/offices/its/help-and-support#min_requirements 

 

Minimum computer requirements for success in this course: 

 Reliable computer and internet connection  

 A web browser (Chrome or Mozilla Firefox) 

 Adobe Acrobat Reader (free) 

 Word processing software—Microsoft Word or Google Docs 

 Webcam and mic 
 

Other applications may be required, please refer to the course website for more 

information. 
 

Email and Internet 

 

You must have an active Doane University email account and access to the Internet. All 

instructor correspondence will be sent to your Doane University email account. Please 

plan on checking your Doane Gmail account regularly for course related messages. 
 

This course uses Blackboard for the facilitation of communications between faculty and 

students, submission of assignments, and posting of grades. The Blackboard Course Site 

can be accessed at http://bb2.doane.edu 

 

Campus Network or Blackboard Outage 

 

When access to Blackboard is not available for an extended period of time (greater than 

one entire evening - 6pm till 11pm) you can reasonably expect that the due date for 

assignments will be changed to the next day (assignment still due by 11:59pm).  
 

Technical Support Contact Information 
For technical assistance 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, please contact the Doane 

University Technology Office Help Desk:  
 

Phone: 402-826-8411 

Email: helpdesk@doane.edu 

Web: http://www.doane.edu/about-doane/offices/its/help-and-support 
 

 Academic Integrity – This policy requires that you immediately and cheerfully 

offer the benefit of your knowledge and skills to any fellow student who needs 

your help.  If someone helps you, whether a fellow student, the author of a 

book/article, a family member, a pastor or priest, a coworker, a child, a pet, or 

anyone else, say that they helped you.  That’s called citing a source.  Always 

show respect for the ideas or words of others by giving them the credit.  Failure to 

show respect will result in an “F.” 
 

For all other policies including ADA, FERPA, Anti-harassment, and others, please see the 

College of Professional Studies Student Handbook published online at 

http://catalog.doane.edu/content.php?catoid=10&navoid=644. 
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